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	The world is becoming increasingly electrified. For the foreseeable future, coal will

	continue to be the dominant fuel used for electric power production. The low cost and

	abundance of coal is one of the primary reasons for this. Electric power transmission, a

	process in the delivery of electricity to consumers, is the bulk transfer of electrical power.

	Typically, power transmission is between the power plant and a substation near a populated

	area. Electricity distribution is the delivery from the substation to the consumers. Due to the

	large amount of power involved, transmission normally takes place at high voltage (110 kV

	or above). Electricity is usually transmitted over long distance through overhead power

	transmission lines. Underground power transmission is used only in densely populated areas

	due to its high cost of installation and maintenance, and because the high reactive power gain

	produces large charging currents and difficulties in voltage management.





	A power transmission system is sometimes referred to colloquially as a "grid"; however,

	for reasons of economy, the network is rarely a true grid. Redundant paths and lines are

	provided so that power can be routed from any power plant to any load center, through a

	variety of routes, based on the economics of the transmission path and the cost of power.

	Much analysis is done by transmission companies to determine the maximum reliable

	capacity of each line, which, due to system stability considerations, may be less than the

	physical or thermal limit of the line. Deregulation of electricity companies in many countries

	has led to renewed interest in reliable economic design of transmission networks.





	This new book presents leading-edge research on electric power and its generation,

	transmission and efficiency.
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iOS Game Development By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to develop an ace game for your iOS device, using Sprite Kit


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the Sprite Kit engine and create games on the iOS platform from the ground up
	
		Acquaint your Sprite Kit knowledge with Swift programming and turn your 2D game conceptualization into reality...
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Women in Social Change: Visions, Struggles and Persisting Concerns (Social Change in Contemporary India)Sage Publications, 2021

	Women in Social Change: Visions, Struggles and Persisting Concerns captures the evolution of key debates on women’s rights in independent India. Authored by eminent scholars and emerging experts of their time, the articles encapsulate developments which have given the women’s rights movement and women’s studies imaginative...
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Learning Google Apps ScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript
	
		Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more.
	
		A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions



	Book...
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Getting Started with Oracle Data Integrator 11g: A Hands-on TutorialPackt Publishing, 2012

	The May 26, 2011 edition of the Economist magazine cites a report by the the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) about data becoming a factor of production, such as physical or human capital. Across the industry, enterprises are investing significant resources in harnessing value from vast amounts of data to innovate, compete, and reduce...
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New Trends in Data Warehousing and Data Analysis (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2008
Most of modern enterprises, institutions, and organizations rely on knowledge-based management systems. In these systems, knowledge is gained from data analysis. Nowadays, knowledge-based management systems include data warehouses as their core components. The purpose of building a data warehouse is twofold. Firstly, to integrate multiple...
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Introduction to Systems Analysis: Mathematically Modeling Natural SystemsSpringer, 2012

	Systems and their mathematical description play an important role in all branches of science. This book offers an introduction to mathematical modeling techniques. It is intended for undergrad students in applied natural science, in particular earth and environmental science, environmental engineering, as well as ecology, environmental...
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